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November 3, 2020 
 
Will Seuffert 
Executive Secretary 
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 
121 7th Place East, Suite 350 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101-2147 
 
RE:  Late Filed Comments of the Minnesota Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources 

Docket No. G011/M-20-700 
 
Dear Mr. Seuffert: 
 
Attached are the Comments of the Minnesota Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources 
(Department), in the following matter: 
 

In the Matter of a Notice of Refund Plan for Northern Natural Gas Transmission Pipeline and Request for 
a Rule Variance submitted by Minnesota Energy Resources Corporation (MERC or the Company). 

 
The Petition was filed on September 1, 2020 by: 
 

Joylyn C. Hoffman Malueg 
Project Specialist 3 
Minnesota Energy Resources Corporation 
2685 145th Street West 
Rosemount, MN  55068 

 
The Department recommends that the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (Commission) approve the 
Company’s proposal with modifications.    
 
 Due to some unexpected internal delays the Department was unable to file these comments before the 
Commission deadline.  The Department respectfully asks that the Commission accept these late filed comments.  
The Department is available to answer any questions that the Commission may have in this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
/s/ JOHN KUNDERT 
Financial Analyst  
 
JK/ar 
Attachment 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Before the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 
 

Comments of the Minnesota Department of Commerce 
Division of Energy Resources 

 
Docket No. G-011/M-20-700 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

On September 1, 2020 Minnesota Energy Resources Corporation (MERC or the Company) submitted a 
filing (Petition) in which the Company proposes to refund interstate pipeline costs for service on the 
Northern Natural Gas Transmission (NNG) pipeline.  The amount of the NNG refund (Refund) is 
estimated to be $3.6 million.  
 
According to the Company, the source of the Refund was the difference between NNG’s interim and 
final rates related to a rate case Northern Natural filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) on July 1, 2019 (Docket No. RP19-1353-000).  On July 21, 2020 the Administrative Law Judge 
(ALJ) in this proceeding issued a Certificate of Uncontested Settlement certifying a settlement to FERC.  
The next steps procedurally are that FERC issue an Order approving the settlement and that the 
rehearing window is completed.  
 
MERC proposes to: 

• restrict the refund to ratepayers that pay the NNG System Purchased Gas Adjustment (NNG-
PGA).1   

• pay interest on the refunded amount until such time that it is formally refunded to ratepayers.   
• use the Prime Rate, currently 3.25 percent, as the appropriate interest rate for that calculation.    
• Use sales volumes from its most recent Base Cost of Gas filing (Docket No. G011/MR-17-564) 

to allocate the Refund to the different customer classes. 
• Estimate the refund amount per unit using forecasted sales for the Purchased Gas Adjustment 

(PGA) in the month the Refund will be disbursed. 
• Use the PGA’s annual true-up mechanism to disburse any amounts associated with the Refund 

not initially disbursed via the PGA. 
 
Table 1 (following page) provides MERC’s estimate for average customer impact. 
 
The Department provides its analysis in the following section. 

 
 
 

 

1 The Company collects two PGAs for its different Minnesota service areas.  The consolidated (CON)-PGA and a 
Northern-Natural Gas or NNG-PGA.  
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Table 1 – MERC’s Estimated Customer Impact by Class2 
Rate Class Estimated NNG 

Refund 
Average 

MERC-NNG 
Customer 

Count 

Average Impact 
Per Customer 

Residential  $     2,205,155  186,130  $           11.85  
Firm Class 1  $       101,681  7,458  $           13.63  

Firm Class 2 & 3  $       957,126  11,341  $           84.40  
Interruptible  $       333,956  463  $         721.29  

Firm/Interruptible  $           2,083  8  $         260.35  
Total  $     3,600,000  205,400  $           17.53  

 
II. ANALYSIS 

Minn. R. 7825.2700, subp. 8 (the Refund Rule) describes the process for a returning a natural gas 
refund to ratepayers.  
 

Refunds and interest on refunds, that are received by suppliers or 
transporters of purchased gas and attributable to the cost of gas previously 
sold, must be annually refunded by credits to bills, except that cumulative 
refund amounts equal to or greater than $5 per customer must be 
refunded within 90 days from the date the refund is received from a 
supplier or transporter.  Refunds must be allocated to customer classes in 
proportion to previously charged costs of purchased gas. Within classes, 
the refund amount per unit must be applied to bills on the basis of 
individual 12-month usage.  The utility shall add interest to the unrefunded 
balance at the prime interest rate.  

 
MERC requested a variance to at least two of the requirements included in the Refund Rule in its 
Petition. Table 2 summarizes the requirements included in the Refund Rule and compares them to 
MERC’s proposal.  Items that require a rule variance are italicized.  
 

Table 2 – Comparison of Refund Rule Requirements and MERC’s Proposal 
Topic Requirement MERC Proposal 
Amount Greater than $5 per 

customer must be 
refunded within 90 days 

MERC recognizes that the average refund is greater than 
$5 per customer.  Company proposes to disburse the 
Refund through the NNG Purchased Gas Adjustment 
(PGA) in the month following the receipt of the funds.  
Any funds not disbursed immediately would be included 
in subsequent PGA true-up filing.  

 

2 Petition at page 5. 
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Allocation 
to 
Customer 
Classes 

In proportion to previously 
charged cost of gas 

MERC allocated refund to customer classes using monthly 
usage for the four months NNG’s interim rates were in 
effect from the Company’s most recent Base Cost of Gas 
filing, Docket No. G011/MR-17-564.  

Refund 
amount 
per unit 
within 
customer 
classes 

Based on 12 months of 
individual usage  

Will be based on forecasted weather normalized sales in 
the month the Refund is disbursed.   

Interest 
on refund 

Prime rate Company is proposing to use the prime rate to calculate 
interest on the refund. 

 
The Department notes that, by commencing its refund in the first month following receipt of the 
refund, it appears that the Company complies with the requirement that refunds greater than $5 per 
customer be refunded within 90 days.  However, to ensure that the amounts disbursed in that month 
reasonably returns most if not all of the refund, the Department recommends that the Commission 
require MERC to file a compliance filing after the refund is disbursed reporting the percentage of the 
refund that was returned in that first month, by customer class.  
 
MERC requested a variance to the requirements regarding the allocation of the Refund to customer 
classes and to the calculation of the refund amount per unit within customer classes.  
 

1. Refund Amount and Interest on that Amount 

The Department calculated its own estimate of the NNG refund amount through December 31, 2020.  
Table 3 below delineates the calculation.  Given that there is some uncertainty as to when FERC will 
issue its final Order in the NNG rate case, these calculations should be classified as preliminary 
estimates. 
 

Table 3 – Department’s Estimated Refund as of January 1, 2021 
Line No. Description Amounts 

1. Refund with interest through 
November 15, 20203 

$3,600,000.00 

2. Interest on refund for last 15 days 
of November and December 2020 

$14,774.79 

3. Estimated total amount to be 
refunded on 1/1/2021 

$3,614,774.79 

 
One and a half months of additional interest increases the amount of the refund slightly. 

 

3 Petition at page 8. 
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The Refund Rule is clear as to the use of the prime rate as the appropriate interest rate that should be 
used to calculate the time value of the refund before it is disbursed to ratepayers.  MERC agreed to use 
the prime rate for this purpose.4 
 

2. Allocation of Refund to Customer Classes  
 
As noted above, the Refund Rule requires that “Refunds must be allocated to customer classes in 
proportion to previously charged costs of purchased gas.”  Also as noted above, MERC proposes to use 
forecasted sales volumes from its most recent base cost of gas filing.5   
 
Given the general language in the Refund Rule on this point, there may be more than one way to 
interpret the rule.  The Department focused on the driving factor for the refund.  Specifically, the 
refund from NNG stems from a proceeding where FERC suspended NNG’s rates effective January 1, 
2020, subject to refund, and NNG implemented unopposed lower settlement rates in May, 2020.  Thus, 
using January through April 2020 actual sales, the period over which NNG’s higher rates were in place, 
is a reasonable basis for determining each the proportion of “previously charged costs of gas” for each 
customer class.  Using information that the Company provided in its response to Department 
information request no. 6, we substituted that information into Table 1 into the following Table 4.   

 
Table 4 – Department Estimate of NNG Refund by Class Using Actual Sales Data ($/customer) 

Rate Class Actual Usage 
Jan through 
April 2020 

Estimated NNG 
Refund 

Average 
MERC-NNG 
Customer 

Count 

Average Impact 
Per Customer 

Residential    93,092,389   $2,157,528.06  186,130  $             11.59  
Firm Class 1      3,915,844   $     90,754.39  7,458  $             12.17  

Firm Class 2 & 3    47,240,298   $1,094,850.72  11,341  $             96.54  
Interruptible    11,641,885   $   269,814.68  463  $           582.75  

Firm/Interruptible          78,802   $       1,826.33  8  $           228.29  
Total  155,969,218   $3,614,774.19  205,400  $             17.60  

 
The average impact per customer in total for MERC’s estimate is $17.53.  The same number for the 
Department is $17.60.  This difference is due to the additional interest the Department assumes will 
accrue in waiting for the FERC to issue its order requiring a refund. 
 
Table 5 compares MERC’s and the Department’s allocation of the Refund to customer class.  The 
Department’s use of actual sales data for the four months in question decreases the amount of the 
refund allocated to the Residential, Firm Class 1, Interruptible and Firm/Interruptible classes and 

 

4 Petition at Attachment A. 
5 See Attachment 1 to the Comments, Company’s response to Department information request no. 1. 
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increases the refunds for the Firm Class 2 & 3.    In this instance, this different allocation is appropriate 
due to the change in demand caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Department information request no. 6 asked:  “Has the Covid-19 pandemic had an effect the demand 
for natural gas by customer class since March 2020 in MERC’s service area?”6 

MERC replied: 

COVID-19 has had a minimal effect on the natural gas usage of the 
Residential customer class.   Although there are more residential 
customers working from home, this has not had a  significant impact on 
demand for natural gas.  Commercial and Industrial firm and interruptible 
classes have experienced declines in natural gas sales mostly driven by the 
“Stay at Home” Order from March-May 2020, restrictions that were in 
place through the summer and into the fall, and the economic downturn 
that has resulted as a result of the pandemic.  [Emphasis added.] 

The Department considers this approach to be more equitable than MERC’s proposal in that the class 
allocation reflects the actual usage by class for the time period NNG’s higher interim rates were in 
effect.  This approach is also more consistent with the requirements in Minn. R. 7825.27, subp. 8 as it 
uses actual data for the time period in question rather than forecasted data.   

Table 5 – Comparison – MERC and Department Estimates of NNG Refund by Class ($) 

 

Thus, rather than MERC’s proposal to allocate the refund to customer classes based on forecasted 
information from its 2017 Base Cost of Gas filing, the Department recommends that the Commission 
require MERC to allocate the refund based on actual use by customer class for the 4-month period 
when NNG’s higher rates were in place. 

 
 

 

6 Attachment 2 includes the Company’s response to this information request.  

Rate Class MERC Class 
Allocation

Department 
Class Allocation

Nominal 
Difference $ 

Percentage 
Difference

Residential 2,205,155.00$   2,157,528.00$   (47,627.00)$        -2%
Firm Class 1 101,681.00$      90,754.00$       (10,927.00)$        -11%

Firm Class 2 & 3 957,126.00$      1,094,851.00$   137,725.00$       14%
Interruptible 333,956.00$      269,815.00$      (64,141.00)$        -19%

Firm/Interruptible 2,083.00$         1,826.00$         (257.00)$             -12%
Total 3,600,001.00$   3,614,774.00$   14,773.00$         0%
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3. Calculation of the Refund Amount per Unit Within the Customer Classes 
 
The language in the Refund Rule regarding the calculation of the refund amount per unit within the 
customer classes identifies the use of actual, historical billing information – “the refund amount per 
unit must be applied to bills on the basis of individual 12-month usage.”    
 
MERC’s proposal is that the Company use one month of forecasted sales information to develop the 
refund per unit and then true-up the difference between the actual disbursement of the refund in 
through the PGA for the month in question.  The Company’s proposal is not consistent with the 
method identified in the Refund Rule.  MERC identified several prior dockets in which the Commission 
had allowed it or natural gas local distribution companies to use the PGA disbursement approach to 
return pipeline refunds to customers.7   
 
Minn. R. 7829.3200, delineates the decision criteria for evaluating a request for a rule variance. 
 

Subpart 1.  When granted.  The commission shall grant a variance to its 
rules when it determines that the following requirements are met: 

A. Enforcement of the rule would impose an excessive 
burden upon the applicant or others affected by the rule: 

B. Granting the variance would not adversely affect the 
public interest; and 

C. Granting the variance would not conflict with standards 
imposed by law. 

 

Enforcement of the Rule Would Impose an Excessive Burden Upon the Applicant or Others Affected by 
the Rule 
 
In its Petition, MERC stated the following: 
 

• Enforcement of the requirement found in Minn. R. 7825.2700, subp. 8, that the Company is 
required to use 12 months of actual customer usage to issue individual bill credits to customers 
would be administratively burdensome.   Under this approach MERC would incur the costs 
associated with the programming and issuing of the bill credits.   

• The public interest would be served by the administrative efficiencies associated with issuing 
the refund through the PGA.  In addition, the Company noted that it will continue to apply 
interest at the prime rate until the refund is complete and that to the “extent that actual sales 
differ from forecasted sales for the month in which the refund is issued, this amount will be 
trued up in the Company’s annual true-up filing”.8 

• MERC is not aware of any standard imposed by law that conflicts with the use of the PGA to 
effectuate the refund.   The Company also cited three prior dockets in which the Commission 
approved a variance under similar circumstances.  The Department is also not aware of any 
statute that would prevent the implementation of the Company’s refund proposal. 

 

7 See Docket Nos. G007, 011/M-11-154, G004/M-10-63, and G004/M-08-1027. 
8 Petition at page 8. 
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In addition, MERC stated the following on pages 1-2 of its October 27, 2020 supplemental letter: 
 

…calculation of refunds based on individual 12-month usage would impose 
an excessive burden on MERC as such individual 12-month calculations 
would be administratively burdensome due to the time and expense 
required to determine individual 12-month usage.  Granting a variance to 
allow the Company to refund over a single month through the PGA 
mechanism based on one-month forecasted sales rather than 12-months 
of actual sales also will not adversely affect the public interest as MERC’s 
proposal will ensure customers are appropriately refunded based on the 
NNG refund amounts, plus interest. 
 

The Department discusses below the limitations of MERC’s new customer service system to meet the 
requirements of Minnesota Rules in a timely manner.  Given the desire to return refunds to customers 
as quickly and accurately as possible during the COVID-19 pandemic, the Department agrees that use 
of the PGA to administer the refund during a month when use of natural gas use is likely to be higher is 
reasonable, and thus recommends approval of MERC’s requested variance.  However, the Department 
provides further discussion for consideration in future proceedings where refunds are required, given 
MERC’s new customer service system, for which ratepayers are paying in rates. 
 
Thus, using the results of the allocation to customer classes indicated in Table 5 above, Table 6 
compares MERC’s and the Department’s average refund per customer.9  Given that we did not modify 
MERC’s estimated number of customers, the percentage difference in Table 6 for the different classes 
is identical to those in Table 5. 
 

The differences between the average estimates refund amounts are not large.  Each customer’s refund 
will be based on the amount of natural gas they use in whatever month the refund is administered. 
 

Table 6 – Comparison – MERC and Department Estimates of NNG Refund for Average Customer by 
Class ($/Cust) 

 

 

9 MERC’s estimate assumes November 2020 sales volumes.  The Company’s estimate would vary depending on the month 
the refund is dispersed through the PGA. 

Rate Class
MERC Average 

Impact Per 
Customer

Department 
Average Impact 
Per Customer

Nominal 
Difference $ per 

Customer

Percentage 
Difference

Residential 11.85$              11.59$              (0.26)$                -2%
Firm Class 1 13.63$              12.17$              (1.46)$                -11%

Firm Class 2 & 3 84.40$              96.54$              12.14$                14%
Interruptible 721.29$            582.75$            (138.54)$             -19%

Firm/Interruptible 260.35$            228.29$            (32.06)$              -12%
Total 17.53$              17.60$              0.07$                 0%
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4. Interest on Refund 

The Department reviewed MERC’s proposed use of the Prime Rate to calculate interest on the NNG 
refund and concludes that it is appropriate and consistent with the applicable language in Minn. R. 
7825.2700, subp. 8, which states “The utility shall add interest to the unrefunded balance at the prime 
interest rate.”  

B. USE OF MERC’S ICE SYSTEM IN FUTURE REFUNDS 
  
The Company recently completed the installation of a new billing system, called the Improved 
Customer Experience (ICE).  Thus, the Department expected that MERC’s new billing system would 
allow it to provide a refund consistent with the refund requirements included in Minn. R. 7825.2700, 
subp. 8.10  In Department information request no. 3 we asked a series of questions related to the ICE 
system. 
 

a. When did MERC complete the installation of its Improved Customer Experience billing 
system? 

b. What was the effect of the installation on MERC’s rate base? 
c. Did MERC specify to its vendor that ICE’s functionality needed to comply with Minnesota 

regulatory requirements prior to installation? 
d. Did MERC require the ICE application to comply with the refund requirements included in 

Minn. R. 7825.2700, subp 8? 
e. If so, why is it necessary to request a variance for issuing the amounts associated with the 

Northern Natural Gas refund discussed in this docket? 
f. If not, why was this functionality not required as part of the installation, as it is a long-

standing regulatory requirement? 
 
MERC explained in its response that: “All this to say that yes, the ICE platform was implemented with 
the functionality to issue rate refunds and those refunds can comply with Minn. R. 7825.2700, subp. 8, 
but the process can require a considerable amount of technical effort to ensure that refunds are 
applied correctly.”  The Company also noted in response to subpart e:  “MERC is not requesting the 
refund because it cannot perform the refund.”    
 
In Department information request no. 5 we asked the Company to “provide an analysis that estimates 
the expenses associated with programming, testing and the issuance of a bill refund within MERC’s 
billing system for this refund”.11 
MERC replied: 
 

The ICE billing system . . . has the functionality to calculate and apply rate 
refunds. . . . all applicable Minnesota regulatory requirements were 

 

10 Attachment 3 contains the Company’s response to Department information request no. 3. 
11 Attachment 4 contains the Company’s response to Department information request no. 5. 
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reviewed and the refund functionality remains.  However, each time a 
refund is authorized, the system must be configured to accommodate the 
unique circumstances of the refund.  . . . MERC estimates, at a minimum, 
a cost of $60,000 to conduct the configuration and testing phases of a bill 
refund within MERC’s billing system for NNG customers that is in 
accordance with Minn. R. 7825.2700, subpart 8. 
 

The Company then explained that it would need a minimum of 60 days to configure and test the 
system for the refund.  MERC also listed several additional issues which would need to be addressed. 
 
While the Department supports MERC’s variance in the current circumstances for the reasons 
identified above, the information MERC provided indicates, disappointingly, that the ICE system for 
which ratepayers are paying provides little if any efficiency in meeting the requirements of Minnesota 
Rules.  Further, to be clear, spending $60,000 or more to effectuate the refund consistent with the 
requirements in the Refund Rule, if it were required, would simply be a cost of doing business for 
which ratepayers should not be charged.  
 
III. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Based on the analysis provided above, the Department recommends that the Commission: 
 

1) Reject the Company’s proposal to allocate the Northern Natural Gas refund to customer classes 
using sales volumes from MERC’s most recent Base Cost of Gas filing (Docket No. G011/MR-17-
564).   

2) Instead, require the refund to be allocated to customer classes based on their actual natural gas 
use during the period January through April 2020 when NNG’s rates were in effect. 

3) Grant a variance and allow the Company to disburse the Northern Natural Gas refund via the 
Purchased Gas Adjustment (PGA), given the disappointing limitations of MERC’s ICE system.  

4) Require MERC to report on the status of the NNG refund after it is completed, specifically 
require MERC to report the percentage of the refund that was returned through the PGA, by 
customer class. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
/ar 
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Information Request 

Docket Number: G011/M-20-700 ☐Nonpublic   ☒Public
Requested From: Joylyn C. Hoffman Malueg, MERC Date of Request:  9/15/2020
Type of Inquiry:  General  Response Due:     9/25/2020

SEND RESPONSE VIA EMAIL TO:  Utility.Discovery@state.mn.us as well as the assigned analyst(s). 
Assigned Analyst(s):  John Kundert 
Email Address(es): john.kundert@state.mn.us 
Phone Number(s): 651-600-1182 

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:  
Each response must be submitted as a text searchable PDF, unless otherwise directed.  Please include the docket 
number, request number, and respondent name and title on the answers. If your response contains Trade Secret data, 
please include a public copy. 

To be completed by responder 

Response Date: September 24, 2020 
Response by: Joylyn Hoffman Malueg 
Email Address: Joylyn.HoffmanMalueg@wecenergygroup.com 
Phone Number: 414-221-4208

Request Number: 1 
Topic: Refund Allocation to Customer Classes 
Reference(s): Page 5 

Request: 

What is the basis for the allocation of the estimated $3.6 million refund from Norther Natural Gas (NNG) in Table 
1? Please provide this calculation. 

MERC Response: 

Please see the attached file DOC IR-001_NNG Table 1.xlsx 

The basis for the allocation of the estimated $3.6M are January through April therms, by rate class, from MERC’s 
2018 Base Cost of Gas approved in Docket No. G011/MR-17-564, which is also the same sales approved in MERC’s 
2018 Rate Case in Docket No. G011/GR-17-563.  The NNG refund is applicable to the time period of January 1, 
2020 through April 30, 2020, which is why January through April therms were used in the allocation.   
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Page 1 of 1
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Information Request 

Docket Number: G011/M-20-700 ☐Nonpublic   ☒Public 
Requested From: Joylyn C. Hoffman Malueg, MERC Date of Request:  10/16/2020 
Type of Inquiry: General  Response Due:     10/26/2020 

SEND RESPONSE VIA EMAIL TO:  Utility.Discovery@state.mn.us as well as the assigned analyst(s). 
Assigned Analyst(s):  John Kundert
Email Address(es): john.kundert@state.mn.us
Phone Number(s): 651-600-1182

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:  
Each response must be submitted as a text searchable PDF, unless otherwise directed.  Please include the docket 
number, request number, and respondent name and title on the answers. If your response contains Trade Secret data, 
please include a public copy. 

To be completed by responder 

Response Date: October 26, 2020 
Response by:  Jared Peccarelli 
Email Address:  jared.peccarelli@wecenergygroup.com

Phone Number:  414-221-4829 

Request Number: 6 
Topic: 
Reference(s): 

Request: 

Has the Covid 19 pandemic had an effect on the demand for natural gas by customer class since March 2020 in 
MERC’s service area?  If so, please identify those effects by customer class.  If not, please explain why there has 
been no change in customer demand for natural gas by class. 

MERC Response: 

COVID-19 has had minimal effect on the natural gas usage of the Residential customer class.  Although there are 
more residential customers working from home, this has not had a significant impact on demand for natural gas. 
Commercial and Industrial firm and interruptible classes have experienced declines in natural gas sales mostly 
driven by the “Stay at Home” Order from March-May 2020,  restrictions that were in place through the summer 
and into the fall, and the economic downturn that has occurred as a result of the pandemic.   

In the data table provided below, January 2020 through April 2020 billed sales, by customer class, are shown in 
comparison to forecasted December 2020 sales taking into consideration the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
to date.  January 2020 through April 2020 are the months that customers were billed for the higher NNG pipeline 
rates.  December 2020 is most likely to be the month that MERC would be able to conduct the refund via the PGA, 
assuming Commission approval of the variance request.  Under MERC’s proposal, the refund would be conducted 
via the PGA, applying a refund credit to the Commodity and Demand PGA charges, which are charged to Firm and 
Interruptible customers and Firm customers, respectively.  The table below shows that MERC’s proposal to refund 
via the PGA over one month would be reasonably likely to return the pipeline over-collections with a similar 

Docket No. G011/M-20-700 
Attachment 2 
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Information Request 

Docket Number: G011/M-20-700 ☐Nonpublic   ☒Public 
Requested From: Joylyn C. Hoffman Malueg, MERC Date of Request:  10/16/2020 
Type of Inquiry: General  Response Due:     10/26/2020 

SEND RESPONSE VIA EMAIL TO:  Utility.Discovery@state.mn.us as well as the assigned analyst(s). 
Assigned Analyst(s):  John Kundert
Email Address(es): john.kundert@state.mn.us
Phone Number(s): 651-600-1182

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:  
Each response must be submitted as a text searchable PDF, unless otherwise directed.  Please include the docket 
number, request number, and respondent name and title on the answers. If your response contains Trade Secret data, 
please include a public copy. 

To be completed by responder 

Response Date: October 26, 2020 
Response by:  Jared Peccarelli 
Email Address:  jared.peccarelli@wecenergygroup.com

Phone Number:  414-221-4829 

allocation by customer class as how the higher pipeline rates were billed for the period January through April 
2020.   

Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 Total Jan - Apr Dec-20

Residential 27,745,080 26,630,131 21,984,476 16,732,702 93,092,389 59.6% 28,898,229 60.9%

Firm Class 1 1,164,731 1,131,142 987,180 632,792 3,915,844 1,787,445

Firm Class 2 12,535,492 12,109,481 10,695,093 7,510,363 42,850,428 32.8% 12,438,558 31.2%

Firm Class 3 1,153,716 1,134,818 1,016,291 1,085,046 4,389,870 593,474

Interruptible Class 1 87,869 26,885 20,177 7,707 142,638 23,997

Interruptible Class 1 Power Generation 8,337 4,419 4,706 2,244 19,705 16,536

Interruptible Class 2 2,442,486 1,203,348 1,118,633 567,195 5,331,661 7.6% 1,604,185 7.9%

Interruptible Class 3 2,943,307 1,408,093 1,137,379 821,446 6,310,224 1,742,768

Interruptible Class 4 16,349 4,194 - 38,553 59,097 354,731

156,111,856 100.0% 47,459,924 100.0%

** Adjusted for the effects of Jan - Sept YOY changes 2019 to 2020, which would account for the impacts of COVID

Actual Sales Forecast **
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Minnesota Department of Commerce 

85 7th Place East │ Suite 280 │ St. Paul, MN  55101 
Information Request 

 
Docket Number: G011/M-20-700  ☐Nonpublic   ☒Public 
Requested From: Joylyn C. Hoffman Malueg, MERC  Date of Request:  9/15/2020 
Type of Inquiry:  General  Response Due:     9/25/2020 
 
SEND RESPONSE VIA EMAIL TO:  Utility.Discovery@state.mn.us as well as the assigned analyst(s). 
Assigned Analyst(s):  John Kundert 
Email Address(es): john.kundert@state.mn.us 
Phone Number(s): 651-600-1182 
 
ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:  
Each response must be submitted as a text searchable PDF, unless otherwise directed.  Please include the docket 
number, request number, and respondent name and title on the answers. If your response contains Trade Secret data, 
please include a public copy. 
 

 
 
To be completed by responder 
 
Response Date: September 24, 2020  
Response by:   Joylyn Hoffman Malueg 
Email Address:  Joylyn.HoffmanMalueg@wecenergygroup.com  
Phone Number:  414-221-4208 

Request Number: 3 
Topic: MERC’s Billing System 
Reference(s): Page 4 
 
Request: 
 

a. When did MERC complete the installation of its Improved Customer Experience (ICE) billing system? 
b. What was the effect of the installation of ICE on MERC’s rate base? 
c. Did MERC specify to its vendor that ICE’s functionality needed to comply with Minnesota regulatory 

requirements prior to installation? 
d. Did MERC require the ICE application to comply with the refund requirements included in Minn. R. 

7825.2700, subp. 8? 
e. If so, why is it necessary to request a variance for issuing the amounts associated with the Northern 

Natural Gas refund discussed in this docket? 
f. If not, why was this functionality not required as part of the installation, as it is a long-standing regulatory 

requirement? 
 

MERC Response: 

a. In January 2016, the ICE Project was implemented as a standard process architecture and technology CIS 
platform for MERC, Michigan Gas Utilities, and other legacy Integrys utilities. This implementation 
resulted in a single CIS across these utilities, moving all of the legacy Integrys utilities to the latest update 
of Open-CIS (“Open C”), version 4.0.  Wisconsin Public Service had been using Open C since 2005. 

b. MERC’s allocation of the ICE Project was approximately $9.84 million.  This was approved for recovery in 
MERC’s rate case Docket No. G011/GR-15-736. 
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Minnesota Department of Commerce 

85 7th Place East │ Suite 280 │ St. Paul, MN  55101 
Information Request 

 
Docket Number: G011/M-20-700  ☐Nonpublic   ☒Public 
Requested From: Joylyn C. Hoffman Malueg, MERC  Date of Request:  9/15/2020 
Type of Inquiry:  General  Response Due:     9/25/2020 
 
SEND RESPONSE VIA EMAIL TO:  Utility.Discovery@state.mn.us as well as the assigned analyst(s). 
Assigned Analyst(s):  John Kundert 
Email Address(es): john.kundert@state.mn.us 
Phone Number(s): 651-600-1182 
 
ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:  
Each response must be submitted as a text searchable PDF, unless otherwise directed.  Please include the docket 
number, request number, and respondent name and title on the answers. If your response contains Trade Secret data, 
please include a public copy. 
 

 
 
To be completed by responder 
 
Response Date: September 24, 2020  
Response by:   Joylyn Hoffman Malueg 
Email Address:  Joylyn.HoffmanMalueg@wecenergygroup.com  
Phone Number:  414-221-4208 

c. The ICE application was initially designed to serve utilities in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan and has the 
functionality to calculate and apply rate refunds.  When it was adapted for use by MERC and Michigan Gas 
Utilities, and later the Illinois gas utilities, the refund functionality remained.  However, each time a 
refund is authorized, the system must be configured to accommodate the unique circumstances of the 
refund.  For instance, there are differences between the methods used to apply interim rate refunds in 
Minnesota as compared to applying a pipeline rate refund under Minn. R. 7825.2700, subp. 8 (please 
refer to MERC’s response to information request DOC-4) and Minnesota has the added complexity of 
franchise fees to consider. 

MERC also added a number of additional customer classes to its rate design in its 2018 rate case (Docket 
No. G011/GR-17-563) such that applying an accurate refund in this instance will likely require additional 
configuration and testing.  All this to say that yes, the ICE platform was implemented with the 
functionality to issue rate refunds and those refunds can comply with Minn. R. 7825.2700, subp. 8, but 
the process can require a considerable amount of technical effort to ensure that refunds are applied 
correctly.   

d. See (c) above. 
e. MERC is not requesting the variance because it cannot perform the refund.  Under Minn. R. 7829.3200, 

the Commission shall grant a variance to its rules when it determines that the following requirements are 
met:  A) enforcement of the rule would impose an excessive burden upon the applicant or others affected 
by the rule; B) granting the variance would not adversely affect the public interest; and C) granting the 
variance would not conflict with standards imposed by law.  The variance request by MERC meets these 
three criteria as explained in more detail in the petition.   

f. See (c) and (e) above. 
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Minnesota Department of Commerce 
85 7th Place East │ Suite 280 │ St. Paul, MN  55101 

Information Request 

Docket Number: G011/M-20-700 ☐Nonpublic   ☒Public 
Requested From: Joylyn C. Hoffman Malueg, MERC Date of Request:  10/16/2020 
Type of Inquiry: General  Response Due:     10/26/2020 

SEND RESPONSE VIA EMAIL TO:  Utility.Discovery@state.mn.us as well as the assigned analyst(s). 
Assigned Analyst(s):  John Kundert
Email Address(es): john.kundert@state.mn.us
Phone Number(s): 651-600-1182

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:  
Each response must be submitted as a text searchable PDF, unless otherwise directed.  Please include the docket 
number, request number, and respondent name and title on the answers. If your response contains Trade Secret data, 
please include a public copy. 

To be completed by responder 

Response Date:   October 26, 2020  
Response by:  Joylyn Hoffman Malueg 
Email Address:  Joylyn.HoffmanMalueg@wecenergygroup.com

Phone Number:  414-221-4208 

Request Number: 5 
Topic: Costs for individual bill refunds 
Reference(s): Pages 4 and 5 

Request: 

Provide an analysis that estimates the expenses associated with programming, testing and the issuance of a bill 
refund within MERC’s billing system for this refund. 

MERC Response: 

The ICE billing system was initially designed to serve utilities in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan and has the 
functionality to calculate and apply rate refunds.  When it was adapted for use by MERC and Michigan Gas 
Utilities, and later the Illinois gas utilities, all applicable Minnesota regulatory requirements were reviewed and 
the refund functionality remained.  However, each time a refund is authorized, the system must be configured to 
accommodate the unique circumstances of the refund.  For instance, there are differences between the methods 
used to apply interim rate refunds in Minnesota as compared to applying a pipeline rate return refund under 
Minn. R. 7825.2700, subp. 8 and Minnesota has the added complexity of franchise fees to consider, so there can 
be a considerable amount of configuration and testing to ensure all aspects of the process are configured and 
implemented correctly.  MERC also added a number of additional customer classes to its rate design in its 2018 
rate case (Docket No. G011/GR-17-563) such that applying a refund under Minn. R. 7825.2700, subp. 8 would 
likely require additional configuration and testing. 

MERC estimates, at a minimum, a cost of $60,000 to conduct the configuration and testing phases of a bill refund 
within MERC’s billing system for NNG customers that is in accordance with Minn. 7825.2700, subpart 8.  
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Requested From: Joylyn C. Hoffman Malueg, MERC Date of Request:  10/16/2020 
Type of Inquiry: General  Response Due:     10/26/2020 

SEND RESPONSE VIA EMAIL TO:  Utility.Discovery@state.mn.us as well as the assigned analyst(s). 
Assigned Analyst(s):  John Kundert
Email Address(es): john.kundert@state.mn.us
Phone Number(s): 651-600-1182

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:  
Each response must be submitted as a text searchable PDF, unless otherwise directed.  Please include the docket 
number, request number, and respondent name and title on the answers. If your response contains Trade Secret data, 
please include a public copy. 

To be completed by responder 

Response Date:   October 26, 2020  
Response by:  Joylyn Hoffman Malueg 
Email Address:  Joylyn.HoffmanMalueg@wecenergygroup.com

Phone Number:  414-221-4208 

MERC reiterates that this is a minimum estimate, as MERC has not undertaken a pipeline refund in accordance 
with Minn. 7825.2700, subpart 8 within the current billing system previously.  MERC is basing the estimate upon 
the time and effort involved with the process of refunding interim rate refunds attributable to a general rate case.  
In comparison to the process MERC has applied for interim rate refunds, Minn. R. 7825.2700, subpart 8, from 
which MERC is requesting a variance, would require a pipeline refund to be allocated to customer classes in 
proportion to previously charged costs of purchased gas, requiring separate calculations for each customer class. 
Within classes, the refund amount per unit must be applied to bills on the basis of individual 12-month usage.  
This customer class component to the refund calculation will most likely require additional configuration and 
testing beyond what has been required for interim rate refunds.    

Assuming available resources, a minimum of 60 days lead-time would be needed to conduct the configuration and 
testing phases for issuance of pipeline refunds via individual bill credits.  After the configuration and testing is 
completed, the refunds would then be applied over the course of one month, taking 4-5 bill cycles to run over the 
weekends, due to the volume and time needed to process these adjustments within the billing system.  Lastly, 
MERC would then need to address the following impacts of issuing the pipeline refund under Minn. R. 7825.2700, 
subp. 8, which would require additional time and expense: 

 How are customers who have left MERC’s system who are owed a refund to be addressed?  Historically, 
in the situation of interim refunds from a general rate case, these customers who have left and are owed 
a refund of $2.00 or greater are sent a check for the refund amount owed to their forwarding address if 
one was provided upon termination of service.   

 Any refund amounts owed to customers who have left MERC’s system who MERC is unable to locate will 
be handled in accordance with Minnesota Statutes chapter 345.  
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To be completed by responder 

Response Date:   October 26, 2020  
Response by:  Joylyn Hoffman Malueg 
Email Address:  Joylyn.HoffmanMalueg@wecenergygroup.com

Phone Number:  414-221-4208 

 Customer checks that are sent out but are not cashed are handled in accordance with Minnesota Statutes 
chapter 345.   

 Historically, in the situation of interim refunds from a general rate case, customers due a refund of less 
than $2.00 who are no longer customers of MERC will not receive a refund and those amounts are 
donated to the Salvation Army Northern Division for distribution to customers under the Minnesota 
HeatShare Program to help offset costs of low income customers.   
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NNG Table 1

						NNG Refund Amount

						$3,600,000





		Rate Class		Base Cost of Gas		Estimated NNG Refund		Average MERC-NNG Customer Count		Average Impact Per Customer

		Residential		86,729,572		$   2,205,155.25		186,130		$   11.85

		Firm Class 1		3,999,149		$   101,680.94		7,458		$   13.63

		Firm Class 2 & 3		37,644,100		$   957,125.50		11,341		$   84.40

		Interruptible		13,134,595		$   333,955.54		463		$   721.29

		Firm/Interruptible		81,916		$   2,082.77		8		$   260.35

		Total		141,589,332		$   3,600,000.00		205,400		$   17.53

		Note:

		1)  Base Cost of Gas is represented by the months of January - April, which are

		the months the NNG refund applies to

		2)  Average customer counts are taken from Docket No. AA-20-172, 

		Information Request #001





BCOG with Rate Class

				Calendar Sales - in Therms from file

				NNG

				Residential		SC&I (C1)		LC&I (C2,3,4)		Total General Service				Interruptible				Joint				Total Consolidated

		18-Jan		29,815,935		1,421,460		12,594,968		43,832,363				4,263,289				23,595				48,119,247

		18-Feb		24,950,093		1,231,902		10,707,109		36,889,104				3,656,498				23,290				40,568,892

		18-Mar		20,204,126		893,355		8,842,426		29,939,907				3,102,595				20,096				33,062,598

		18-Apr		11,759,418		452,432		5,499,597		17,711,447				2,112,213				14,935				19,838,595

		18-May		6,062,271		223,880		3,247,340		9,533,491				1,445,076				11,710				10,990,277

		18-Jun		2,233,752		69,711		1,731,441		4,034,904				996,131				7,407				5,038,442

		18-Jul		1,429,644		37,277		1,412,274		2,879,195				901,486				4,214				3,784,895

		18-Aug		1,618,833		44,959		1,486,389		3,150,181				923,309				4,320				4,077,810

		18-Sep		4,107,209		145,630		2,468,395		6,721,234				1,213,848				5,738				7,940,820

		18-Oct		10,843,164		419,042		5,132,159		16,394,365				2,002,085				9,585				18,406,035

		18-Nov		17,922,936		705,508		7,915,939		26,544,383				2,825,852				10,299				29,380,534

		18-Dec		26,723,788		1,166,039		11,375,105		39,264,932				3,849,490				15,294				43,129,716

				157,671,169		6,811,195		72,413,142		236,895,506				27,291,872				150,483				264,337,861



		Note:

		1) Base Cost of Gas information for NNG PGA from Docket No. G011/MR-17-564, with detailed information by Rate Class for GS

		incorporated.

		2) Detailed information by Rate Class for General Service comes from the SUMG MERC Fcst201703 Forecast, which is the underlying detail

		of the Base Cost of Gas data.





BCOG

				Calendar Sales - in Therms from file

				NNG										CONSOLIDATED																						Total Consolidated

				GS		Interruptible		Joint		Total NNG				GLGT GS		GLGT Int		GLGT Joint		VGT GS		VGT Int		VGT Joint		Centra GS		Centra Int		Centra Joint		Total Consolidated				GS		Interruptible		Joint		Total Consolidated

		18-Jan		43,832,363		4,263,289		23,595		48,119,247				3,925,972		258,451		20,670		3,564,753		389,407		16,236		1,496,684		678,971				10,351,144				8,987,409		1,326,829		36,906		10,351,144

		18-Feb		36,889,104		3,656,498		23,290		40,568,892				3,298,249		284,546		14,500		3,032,753		354,305		18,113		1,305,170		522,519				8,830,155				7,636,172		1,161,370		32,613		8,830,155

		18-Mar		29,939,909		3,102,595		20,096		33,062,600				2,706,437		181,966		16,247		2,540,735		278,360		12,490		1,065,528		558,552				7,360,315				6,312,700		1,018,878		28,737		7,360,315

		18-Apr		17,711,448		2,112,213		14,935		19,838,596				1,687,170		47,694		13,374		1,530,072		155,256		7,080		690,258		543,636				4,674,540				3,907,500		746,586		20,454		4,674,540

		18-May		9,533,490		1,445,076		11,710		10,990,276				930,970		144,375		6,275		900,251		197,402		8,196		362,940		209,660				2,760,069				2,194,161		551,437		14,471		2,760,069

		18-Jun		4,034,903		996,131		7,407		5,038,441				390,620		47,328		8,763		342,162		29,111		973		151,348		322,250				1,292,555				884,130		398,689		9,736		1,292,555

		18-Jul		2,879,194		901,486		4,214		3,784,894				228,627		67,820		7,389		185,537		77,728		768		79,428		201,841				849,138				493,592		347,389		8,157		849,138

		18-Aug		3,150,182		923,309		4,320		4,077,811				301,896		94,393		7,543		185,460		48,825		1,118		78,503		220,008				937,746				565,859		363,226		8,661		937,746

		18-Sep		6,721,234		1,213,848		5,738		7,940,820				532,846		112,623		9,434		523,871		58,693		2,726		230,690		302,972				1,773,855				1,287,407		474,288		12,160		1,773,855

		18-Oct		16,394,364		2,002,085		9,585		18,406,034				1,387,220		165,164		17,381		1,234,247		144,540		2,175		541,348		399,068				3,891,143				3,162,815		708,772		19,556		3,891,143

		18-Nov		26,544,383		2,825,852		10,299		29,380,534				2,306,898		174,377		18,024		1,880,904		267,914		8,647		960,377		492,534				6,109,675				5,148,179		934,825		26,671		6,109,675

		18-Dec		39,264,932		3,849,490		15,294		43,129,716				3,445,041		229,060		19,822		3,017,537		405,313		15,858		1,344,432		586,358				9,063,421				7,807,010		1,220,731		35,680		9,063,421

				236,895,506		27,291,872		150,483		264,337,861				21,141,946		1,807,797		159,422		18,938,282		2,406,854		94,380		8,306,706		5,038,369				57,893,756				48,386,934		9,253,020		253,802		57,893,756



		Note:

		G011/MR-17-564, Base Cost of Gas Update, June 1, 2018, Exhibit 1, Page 6 of 19.





Attach A_DNU

				NNG

				Dec-19				Jan-19 through April 19										Total therms		GS/Demand Therms

		Demand Cost per Therm		0.09227		81.7%		0.14992		78.9%								264,337,861		236,895,506

		Storage - Commodity Cost per Therm		0.0184		18.3%		0.03681		21.1%										89.6%

		Balancing - Commodity Cost per therm		0.00224				0.00337

				0.11291				0.1901

		Demand Cost per Therm		0.09227		19.9%		0.14992		78.9%

		Commodity Cost per Therm		0.3723		80.1%		0.00337

				0.46457				0.15329

												Total				Jan-2020								Allocation of

												Monthly				Reservation		Rate Case						Refund between

						Contract				Contract		Entitlement		Number		Rate		Sales		Contract		Rate		Demand and

		Pipeline				Type		Season		Number		Mcf		Months		($/Mcf)		(Ccf)		Cost		($/Ccf)		Commodity

		Demand Costs (assigned to Demand)

						TF12B (Max Rate) Winter		Winter		112495		46,580		5		$18.1050		236,895,506		$   4,216,655		$   0.01780

						TF12B (Max Rate) Summer		Summer		112495		46,580		7		$10.0580		236,895,506		$   3,279,511		$   0.01384

						TF12V (Max Rate)		Annual		112495		32,929		12		$16.0930		236,895,506		$   6,359,117		$   0.02684

						TF5 (Max Rate)		Winter		112495		36,275		5		$26.8220		236,895,506		$   4,864,840		$   0.02054

						TFX12 (Max Rate)		Annual		112486		10,822		12		$17.0430		236,895,506		$   2,213,272		$   0.00934

						TFX Apr (Max Rate)		Summer		112486		2,000		1		$10.0580		236,895,506		$   20,116		$   0.00008

						TFX Oct (Max Rate)		Summer		112486		2,000		1		$10.0580		236,895,506		$   20,116		$   0.00008

						TFX5 (Max Rate)		Winter		112486		77,688		5		$26.8220		236,895,506		$   10,418,738		$   0.04398

																						$   0.13252		77.49%

		Storage Services (assigned to Commodity)

						FDD Storage Reservation		Annual		118657		81,508		12		$3.5994		264,337,861		$   3,520,559		0.01332

						FDD Storage Cycle Volume		Annual		118657		939,864		5		$0.7491		264,337,861		$   3,520,261		$   0.01332

						FDD Storage Reservation		Annual		133736		17,345		12		$3.5994		264,337,861		$   749,179		$   0.00283

						FDD Storage Cycle Volume		Annual		133736		200,000		5		$0.7491		264,337,861		$   749,100		$   0.00283

						FDD Storage Reservation		Annual		132024		8,672		12		$3.5994		264,337,861		$   374,568		$   0.00142

						FDD Storage Cycle Volume		Annual		132024		100,000		5		$0.7491		264,337,861		$   374,550		$   0.00142

		Balancing Service (assigned to Commodity)

						SMS		Annual		112521		22,680		12		$3.2700		264,337,861		$   889,963		$   0.00337

																						0.03850		22.51%
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SUMG

		MERC

		SUMG MERC Fcst201703

		Units Therms

						2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018

		Calendar Sales				Jan 2018		Feb 2018		March 2018		April 2018		May 2018		Jun 2018		July 2018		Aug 2018		Sept 2018		Oct 2018		Nov 2018		Dec 2018		Total

		NNG-MERC

		Residential Cal				28,219,537		23,624,806		19,143,160		11,154,019		5,764,002		2,140,212		1,375,058		1,553,140		3,910,152		10,293,562		17,000,508		25,316,298		149,494,454

		SC&I Cal				1,396,584		1,210,864		876,111		442,002		218,045		66,972		35,190		42,721		141,383		409,343		690,108		1,143,550		6,672,873

		LC&I Cal				12,239,829		10,365,237		8,513,619		5,194,152		2,957,631		1,452,322		1,135,387		1,208,988		2,184,140		4,829,311		7,593,660		11,028,681		68,702,957

		Joint Cal				23,595		23,290		20,096		14,935		11,710		7,407		4,214		4,320		5,738		9,585		10,299		15,294		150,483

		Interruptible Cal				3,893,752		3,328,925		2,816,348		1,899,856		1,282,492		867,042		779,458		799,653		1,068,516		1,797,944		2,560,253		3,507,520		24,601,759

		Transport Cal				45,613,507		44,042,409		42,495,996		39,667,547		37,782,637		36,533,765		36,324,724		36,460,479		37,382,702		39,760,011		42,234,324		45,286,699		483,584,800

		Company Use Cal				13,555		15,138		13,736		10,910		5,666		3,355		2,325		2,348		2,541		4,052		6,697		10,392		90,715

		Total NNG-MERC				91,400,359		82,610,669		73,879,066		58,383,421		48,022,183		41,071,075		39,656,356		40,071,649		44,695,172		57,103,808		70,095,849		86,308,434		733,298,041		733,298,041



		Consolidated-MERC

		Residential Cal				4,920,994		4,102,045		3,397,862		2,051,429		1,086,269		330,296		76,306		154,929		706,161		1,871,038		2,995,651		4,419,698		26,112,678

		SC&I Cal				453,045		373,912		306,239		178,058		86,077		13,988		-10,380		-3,056		49,328		160,274		267,533		403,459		2,278,477

		LC&I Cal				3,613,370		3,160,215		2,608,599		1,678,013		1,021,815		539,846		427,666		413,986		531,918		1,131,503		1,884,995		2,983,853		19,995,779

		Joint Cal				36,906		32,613		28,737		20,454		14,471		9,737		8,157		8,661		12,160		19,556		26,671		35,680		253,803

		Interruptible Cal				1,326,829		1,161,370		1,018,878		746,586		551,437		398,689		347,389		363,226		474,288		708,772		934,825		1,220,731		9,253,020

		Transport Cal				6,734,624		6,618,240		6,440,033		6,038,815		5,216,458		4,894,119		4,905,565		4,916,995		4,928,636		5,326,977		5,338,394		5,844,123		67,202,979

		Company Use Cal				22,710		22,785		20,784		16,696		13,030		9,774		7,778		7,416		8,262		11,163		14,996		19,831		175,225

		Total Consolidated-MERC				17,108,478		15,471,180		13,821,132		10,730,051		7,989,557		6,196,449		5,762,481		5,862,157		6,710,753		9,229,283		11,463,065		14,927,375		125,271,961		125,271,961



		ABL-MERC

		Residential Cal				1,596,398		1,325,287		1,060,966		605,399		298,269		93,540		54,586		65,693		197,057		549,602		922,427		1,407,490		8,176,714

		SC&I Cal				24,876		21,038		17,244		10,430		5,835		2,739		2,087		2,238		4,247		9,699		15,400		22,489		138,322

		LC&I Cal				355,139		341,872		328,807		305,445		289,709		279,119		276,887		277,401		284,255		302,848		322,279		346,424		3,710,185

		Joint Cal

		Interruptible Cal				369,537		327,573		286,247		212,357		162,584		129,089		122,028		123,656		145,332		204,141		265,599		341,970		2,690,113

		Transport Cal				195,945		190,314		184,769		174,855		168,176		163,681		162,734		162,952		165,861		173,752		181,999		192,246		2,117,284

		Company Use Cal																												0

		Total ABL-MERC				2,541,895		2,206,084		1,878,033		1,308,486		924,573		668,168		618,322		631,940		796,752		1,240,042		1,707,704		2,310,619		16,832,618		16,832,618



		Total-MERC 

		Residential Cal				34,736,929		29,052,138		23,601,988		13,810,847		7,148,540		2,564,048		1,505,950		1,773,762		4,813,370		12,714,202		20,918,586		31,143,486		183,783,846

		SC&I Cal				1,874,505		1,605,814		1,199,594		630,490		309,957		83,699		26,897		41,903		194,958		579,316		973,041		1,569,498		9,089,672

		LC&I Cal				16,208,338		13,867,324		11,451,025		7,177,610		4,269,155		2,271,287		1,839,940		1,900,375		3,000,313		6,263,662		9,800,934		14,358,958		92,408,921

		Joint Cal				60,501		55,903		48,833		35,389		26,181		17,144		12,371		12,981		17,898		29,141		36,970		50,974		404,286

		Interruptible Cal				5,590,118		4,817,868		4,121,473		2,858,799		1,996,513		1,394,820		1,248,875		1,286,535		1,688,136		2,710,857		3,760,677		5,070,221		36,544,892

		Transport Cal				52,544,076		50,850,963		49,120,798		45,881,217		43,167,271		41,591,565		41,393,023		41,540,426		42,477,199		45,260,740		47,754,717		51,323,068		552,905,063

		Company Use Cal				36,265		37,923		34,520		27,606		18,696		13,129		10,103		9,764		10,803		15,215		21,693		30,223		265,940

		Total-MERC Calendar Sales				111,050,732		100,287,933		89,578,231		70,421,958		56,936,313		47,935,692		46,037,159		46,565,746		52,202,677		67,573,133		83,266,618		103,546,428		875,402,620		875,402,620



		Total MERC Losses  (2.00%)		2.00%

David Clabots: David Clabots:
Losses are being calculated on Total Calendar MERC sales.  
Loss factor can be obtained from Robin Burke.  2.0% was used in the latest AAA filing.  Received 2/26/16 from Robin.		2,221,015		2,005,759		1,791,565		1,408,439		1,138,726		958,714		920,743		931,315		1,044,054		1,351,463		1,665,332		2,070,929		17,508,052		17,508,054

		Total MERC Inc. Compuse,Transp and losses				113,271,747		102,293,692		91,369,796		71,830,397		58,075,039		48,894,406		46,957,902		47,497,061		53,246,731		68,924,596		84,931,950		105,617,357		892,910,672		892,910,674









